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I was invited to meet with John so that he could familiarize himself with the many initiatives ongoing in Mapua.

John is a recent new hire by the TDC, having relocated from Taupo, after 20 year working for their Regional Council.

John is the Group Manager Service and Strategy, and has Barry Johnston (Environmental Policy Manager),  Dwayne Fletcher (Strategic Policy Manager) and Lani Evan
(Community Relations Manager) within his overall team.

We had a very open and productive discussion during which I shared the key issues and listened to his perspectives.  John was very receptive to feedback and is looking for
ways to build trust and a common vision for the future of Mapua.  He recognizes that many residents may be confused and overwhelmed by all the many TDC initiatives and
would like to have better overall coordination of the associated community engagements.

John asked a few very direct questions - I said that while I can't speak on behalf of all residents, as chair of the MDCA I would respond as follows:

What does "good" look like to Mapua residents?

The 2010 Mapua Structure Plan clearly states:

The character of Mapua is maintained and enhanced by accommodating growth within specified limits and in such a way that it retains its village scale, heritage, some
horticultural land and natural features.
 Allowance is made for a range of housing types that meet different household needs, such as for more energy-efficient housing, smaller households and working from
home households.
Well-connected streets and pathways that reduce travel distances for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles in Mapua and Ruby Bay.
Provision of ecological buffers along the edges of the Waimea Estuary and Seaton Valley Stream.

In summary, this is simply undertaking good urban planning. Maintaining/establishing these would be a good starting point.

In terms of community relations, "Good" includes, transparency and clarity of communications, meaningful and timely community engagement, and holding developers
accountable for good housing outcomes (choice, connectivity, sustainability etc).

How much growth is too much? 

Too much growth is more difficult to quantify, but if it results in destroying the vision that has been consistently presented by multiple Structure Plans over the past 20 years,
then clearly it is too much.  Growth, both residential and commercial should build on the existing village, including its walkways/cycleways, reserves/greenspaces, recreational,
schooling and community amenities etc.  Too much also includes too much of the same type/size of new homes, as well as homes build in the wrong place (eg. on wetlands /
coastal areas that would be better used as natural stormwater detention and/or coastal retreat ecosystems).  Put very simply too much growth will result in the current costal
village becoming just another urban dormitory township. 

We agreed to keep an open dialogue and I committed to sharing his perspectives with MDCA membership and to respond to his 2 big questions officially once I had collected
member's feedback.

Paul McIntosh
MDCA Chair.


